
COP4020 Spring 2011 – Final Exam

Name: (Please print)
Put the answers on these sheets. You can collect 100 points in total for this exam.

1. Parameter passing in C is always by. . . ? (mark one) (4 points)

(a) by value.

(b) by reference.

(c) by name.

(d) by result.

2. Unstructured flow amounts to. . . ? (mark one) (4 points)

(a) the absence of proper indentation to suggest control flow.

(b) the use of goto statements.

(c) the use of deeper nested functions and subroutines.

(d) the use of non-struct data types.

3. Which of the following operators in C uses short-circuit evaluation? (mark one) (4 points)

(a) the comma operator.

(b) arithmetic operators, such as the + operator.

(c) logical operators, such as the && operator.

(d) the pre- and post-increment/decrement operators, such as k++.

4. Why is it impossible to write a straight-forward swap() method in Java to swap objects?
(mark one) (4 points)

(a) Java uses the value model for all variables.

(b) Java does not support mutable objects.

(c) Java uses pass by value-result.

(d) Java uses pass by sharing based on the reference model for variables.

5. Internal heap fragmentation is. . . ? (mark one) (4 points)

(a) Objects are allocated on the heap in free slots that are larger than the object itself,
leaving small non-contiguous unused slots.

(b) Objects are deallocated from the heap and leave non-contiguous free slots that cannot
be re-used.

(c) A heap allocation algorithm uses two stacks: an internal and external stack of free slots.

(d) Allocating an STL container scatters container elements in heap memory, there by frag-
menting its internal structure.
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6. In axiomatic semantics the pre- and post-condition of a statement describes. . . ? (mark
one) (4 points)

(a) the machine state before and after the statement.

(b) a function that relates inputs to outputs of the statement.

(c) lists the assignments made to the variables of the program before and after the statement.

(d) when it is safe to execute the statement so that it always terminates.

7. What is the role of the VMT in an OOP language such as C++? (mark one) (4 points)

(a) to provide a table with function pointers to the virtual method implementations of a
class.

(b) to provide virtual memory allocation for objects on the heap.

(c) to provide internal access to private members of a class.

(d) to store the data members of a class.

8. When an exception is raised in C++ using throw in a try block with a handler for the
exception, where does the program continue after the handler is finished? (mark one) (4 points)

(a) The next statement immediately after the throw statement.

(b) The statements after the last catch handler of the try block.

(c) The function in which the exception was raised returns to the caller.

(d) The program terminates.

9. What is the binding lifetime of an object? (mark one) (4 points)

(a) The time(s) that the object is accessible through one or more bindings.

(b) The time that the object lives.

(c) The execution lifetime of a dynamically-bound method of the object.

(d) The lifetime of the subroutine frame in which the object lives.

10. Precondition strengthening in axiomatic semantics is based on which one of the following
logical formulas? (mark one) (4 points)

(a) weaker condition ∧ stronger condition

(b) weaker condition ⇒ stronger condition

(c) stronger condition ⇒ weaker condition

(d) stronger condition ≡ weaker condition
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11. Given the following axiomatic rules:

Assignment:
{P [V → E]} V := E {P}

Sequencing:
{P} C1 {Q} {Q} C2 {R}

{P} C1; C2 {R}

While loop:
{I and B} C {I}

{I} while B do C end do {I and not B}

where I is the loop invariant.

Give the proof of correctness of the program fragment shown below, given that the invariant
I is a ∗ 2k = 2n ∧ k ≥ 0: (8 points)

{. . . }

a := 1

{. . . }

k := n

{. . . }

while k > 0 do

{. . . }

a := 2*a

{. . . }

k := k-1

{. . . }

end do

{. . . } ⇒ (logically impies)

{a = 2n}
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12. What is a subroutine frame and what information does it contain? (8 points)

13. What are setjmp() and longjmp() calls for in C? (7 points)
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14. In project 2 we implemented a binding stack. Explain what the bindings stack is and how it
is used. Also explain how it would implement dynamic scoping assuming we have the ability
to perform function calls. (8 points)

15. Consider the following subroutine nestings:

procedure P1(A1 : integer)
var X : integer;
var Y : integer;
procedure P2(A2 : integer)

var X : integer;
procedure P3(A3 : integer)
begin // of P3

... (*)
end // of P3

begin // of P2
P3(X);

end // of P2
begin // of P1

P2(X);
end // of P1

begin // of main program
P1(0);

end

Which variables of which procedures and procedure arguments are visible at the point in the
program indicated by (*)? (7 points)
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16. Consider the following pseudo-code program:

a : integer /* global */
b : integer /* global */
procedure foo(P : procedure)

a : integer
a := 2
P()

procedure bar()
b := a+1

procedure zoo()
a : integer
a := 1
foo(bar)
write_integer(b)

begin /* main program */
a := 0
zoo()

end /* main program */

Assuming static scoping or dynamic scoping rules are used (with shallow or deep bindings).
What value does the program print? (6 points)

Static Scoping Dynamic Scoping Dynamic Scoping
with Shallow Binding with Deep Binding

Output:

17. What is the value printed by the following pseudo-code program for each of the four parameter
passing modes shown in the table? (8 points)

a[] : integer /* global array */
procedure count(x : integer, k : integer)

k := k + 1
x := x + a[k]

begin /* main program */
i : integer
i := 1
a[1] := 1
a[2] := 2
count(a[i], i)
write_integer(a[1])

end /* main program */

By value By reference By value/result By name

Output:
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18. Consider the following outline of a container class in C++ that includes exception handling.

class OutOfMemory {};

class Error {};

class Full : public Error {};

class Empty : public Error {};

class NotFound : public Error {};

class Container

{ public:

Container() { ... if (...) throw OutOfMemory(); }

void add(...) { ... if (...) throw Full(); }

void remove(...) { ... if (...) throw Empty(); }

void search(...) { ... if (...) throw NotFound(); }

};

void demo()

{ try {

Container c(); // <----- (1)

...

c.add(...); // <----- (2)

...

c.search(...); // <----- (3)

...

c.remove(...); // <----- (4)

...

}

catch(Full)

{ ... // <--- Handler (A)

}

catch(OutOfMemory)

{ ... // <--- Handler (B)

}

catch(Empty)

{ ... // <--- Handler (C)

throw Error();

}

}

void main()

{ try {

... // <----------- (5)

demo();

... // <----------- (6)

}

catch(Error)

{ ... // <--- Handler (D)

}

catch(OutOfMemory)

{ ... // <--- Handler (E)

}

... // <------------- (7)

}

The methods can only raise the exceptions shown in the program outlined above. Suppose
exceptions are raised by the four statements (1) to (4). For each exception raised at a point,
indicate in the table below which handlers are executed (A to E) and where the execution
continues at program point (5) to (7)? (8 points)

Exception caused by Handlers executed and the continuation point
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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